Abstract
Introduction
The sense of reality of cloud is an important component of outdoor scene simulation, which is widely used in flight training, 3D game, and film and television generation. However, since the irregularity of the cloud's appearance, the cloud's appearance can not be described by math function. In addition, great variances of cloud also limit the difficulty of simulation. Cloud is a kind of complex natural phenomenon, influenced by many variables including micro factors and macro factors. Dynamic features of cloud including generation, growth, movement, and disappear are controlled by physical factors including fluid dynamics and thermodynamics. In addition, the illumination of the cloud is also extremely complex, consisted of scattering from sunshine, interreflection among the cloud particle, and light from the ground and the sky. Due to these factors, the real-time simulation and drawing of cloud becomes a hot issue and a difficulty in the study of computer graphics. In recent 20 year, numerous domestic and foreign scholars engage in the simulation study of cloud, in which a lot of modeling and real-time drawing algorithms are proposed to promote the development of natural environment simulation and computer graphics.
Seen from the modeling of cloud, current cloud simulation methods can be divided into 2 types: inspiration methods and physical methods. Inspiration methods mainly include: Particle Systems [1, 2] , Voxel Volumes, fractal theory, Procedural Noise [3, 4, 5] , and Textured Solids. In the Voxel Volumes, some inspiration rules were applied by Neyret to simulate the dynamic effect of cirrocumulus cloud with convection current characteristic. The method was relatively fast, but the simulation effect was worse than physical methods [6] . A cellular automata was proposed by Nagel as early as 1992 to produce the cloud [7] . The model was very good for the generation of simulation cloud. In 1998, the method was improved by Dobashi et al. In addition, dynamic effect of relatively realistic cloud was concluded through some simple calculations [8] . In the literatures [9, 10, 11] , the cloud was also generated by cellular automata. In the literatures [12, 13, 14] , a Coupled Map Lattice generated from cellular automata was used to produce dynamic cloud. In physical methods, Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) was used to provide ray tracing algorithm with required cloud data by Kajiya et al., [15] . A more detailed method (PDE physical modeling) was described by Overby, in which fixed fluid simulation algorithm was used to solve the NavierStokes equation [16] . The animation of cloud was generated based on fluid dynamics by Miyazaki, but the method was only suitable for the simulation of cumulus cloud [17] . 2 fluid models were used to simulate volcanic cloud by Mizuno [18] . The scene of dynamic cloud was also simulated based on physical method by Harris [19] . In the above methods, the inspiration methods have fast simulation speed, but have sense of reality second to physical methods. However, physical methods have a great amount of calculation, which should be supported by high-performance GPU, resulting in great limitation to real-time application. Since the calculation speed of PDE is slow, the scene drawing is mostly realized offline [19] . In current methods for the simulation of cloud shape, most simulated shapes are only the cumulus cloud. Individual methods draw several clouds, but the implementation platform cannot be provided for common usage. In general, the methods mentioned above cannot draw clouds of any shapes in the same system.
The chapters in the paper are as follows: the basic thought of the cellular automata is introduced in the second chapter and the improving method is also proposed based on this; illustration algorithm used in the illustration for sense of reality is introduced in the third chapter, and the multiple forward scattering illustration model and improved phase function are introduced in detail. The fourth chapter is the simulation result and analysis. In the end, the simulation study of cloud is summarized and the outlook is proposed.
Improved Cellular Automata

Basic Thought of Cellular Automata
By means of Nagel and Dobashi's modeling method, according to basic thought of CA, the simulation space is subdivided into three-dimensional grids. 3 state variables including hum, cld and act are set on every grid to represent the water vapor, cloud, and the state transformation. The value of every variable is either 0 or 1. The cloud simulation is realized through simple state transformation rule, as shown in Figure 1 (a). The method is easily carried out with little calculation amount. The cloud disappear process not realized in the paper of Nagel et al., is solved by Dobashi et al. In addition, a smooth transition is added in Cloud (cld=1) and no cloud (cld=0).
The state of Grid (I, j, k) at time t+1 is generated from the state at time t by the following transformation rules: is concluded from the following Equation (4):
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As shown in Figure 1 (b), if any act value is 1 in the grey grid surrounding the Grid (i, j, k),
The effect under parallel wind function is realized by changing the transformation rule of () act f in Literature [8] .
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The Rule is furtherr simpliefied, and the result is:
The above simplification is made based on the following reasons: based on the parallel wind function, the cloud uprising process of cloud fully considered, similar to crossventilation mode, which is more like the realistic cloud generation process. Meanwhile, the calculation is easier. The simulation result shows the generated cloud is more realistic.
Simulation of dynamic features of cloud
Based on whether the cloud will disappear after its generation, an improvement is made in Literature [8] based on Literature [7] . This is because the variable cld will not change into 1 after being 1 in Equation (2) . Thus, some complex changes of cloud cannot be realized, including cloud disappear. The improvement in Literature [8] is to add the variable ext for cloud disappear. Its transformation rule is:
is a function similar to
, which can be concluded based on the state of ext in surrounding grid. Then, the transformation rule of cld is further adjusted as:
However, when the above rule is used, when ext is 1, cld will be 0. Thus, there will be unnatural phenomenon in frequent switch from cloud generation to cloud disappear. In order to avoid the problem, the time of disappear Text is added. When ext is 1, cld will be 0 after time Text. In this way, the cloud shape can be change naturally.
Setting of initial state and handling of border grid
In the setting of initial state, 0 or 1 is not determined by the comparison between the random number and given probability which used in Literatures [7, 8] . Instead, easier method is applied to generate 0 or 1 randomly in this paper. The reason is that most time should be spent to calculate the complex illustration.
At the beginning of the simulation, hum value is the random value between 0 and 1. act is also initialized as random value between 0 and 1. However, when hum is 0, act should not be 1. cld is 0.
The cloud generation is realized by updating the states of various variables in Equation (1) to Equation (3). In the simulation process, the random values follow respective probability distribution. The calculation of continuous density distribution function is subject to method in Literature [8] .
The transformation rule of border grid is not mentioned in Literature [7, 8] . Since the calculation of . Namely, the items on the right to be deleted should be determined before judge the value of i, j, k.
Illustration Algorithm in Real-time Drawing
Single scattering
The sense of reality of cloud cannot be separated from the illustration calculation. The scattering of cloud particle meets Mie Scattering rule. Scattering model mainly includes single illustration model and multiple scattering illustration model.
In 1982, the single illustration model for the interaction between the light and cloud particle was firstly proposed by Blinn. In this model, it is assumed that the unit volume cloud has n particles [20] . The cloud particle is the sphere with radius of 4. The density of the cloud is represented by D, a constant value. The shape of the clouds is parallel tetrahedron v. The particles are distributed randomly in the v. If the particle only has first-class scattering, and the feature of multiple scattering in the interaction between the particle and the light is neglected, as shown in Figure 2 , N is the unit formal vector of cloud surface, L is the unit vector of incident ray. E is the unit formal vector of particle scattering direction. θ is the included angle of the incidental ray and the incident ray, which is named as phase angle. Under the light from the opposite direction of the observation point, θ is 0.
Figure 2. Single scattering
Based on above assumption, the physical process of single scattering between the light and the cloud particle is shown in Figure 3 . Firstly, the incident ray reaches certain particle in the clouds with depth '
T through the probability
: the particle redistributes the energy of incident ray. A part of energy is absorbed, and a part of energy is scattered in line with phase function () p  . In the end, the scattered energy reaches the observation point direction through probability 2 2 (0, ) exp(
in the direction of the gazing direction. Through the integral of cloud thickness, the scattered effect of the whole clods can be achieved. In the end, the calculation equation of the light intensity is:
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Copyright ⓒ 2013 SERSC ω is the particle reflection coefficient;  is the phase angle of the incident ray and reflection ray; γ is the optical density; μ is angle of incidence, and () p  is phase function.
The phase function is simplified Rayleigh scattering, of which the forward scattering and the backward scattering have the same energy. Namely: Another single scattering illustration model is also proposed by Dobashi in Literature [21] , in which the scattering light is consisted of the scattering light from the incident direction to the visual point and the scattering light from backward to the visual point. The single scattering model is due to the calculation of scattering light in every cloud particle, which is used for the simulation of various clouds, as shown in Figure 4 .
Figure 4. Cloud color calculated based in single scattering
The above single scattering models are simple for calculation, but only scattering feature from the incident ray to the observation point is considered, but the scattering feature of the particle is not considered, resulting in poor sense of reality. Since the cloud particle has very high reflection rat and strong forward scattering feature, the effect of multiple scattering cannot be neglected. 
Multiple scattering
Multiple scattering illustration model is closer to physical feature of cloud than single scattering illustration and better describes the physical process between the cloud and the light. However, not only the incident ray should be calculated, but multiple scattering lights from various particles to various directions should be calculated, resulting in high time complexity. In addition, the scattering directions of various particles are irregular, which can hardly be simulated. Therefore, the multiple scattering functions should be simplified to find an efficient illustration model. Harris improved the model and pointed out that the scattering intensity of the particle was mainly determined by forward scattering. Namely, the scattering energy can only be integrated into a small angle in the forward direction of the particle. The cloud illustration model of Harris is shown in Figure 5 .
Figure 5. Multiple forward scattering
In this model, the light of arrival particle P is simplified. Only first-class scattering and secondary scattering are considered. The light intensity I (p,l) on the particle p is divided into 2 parts. The light from the incidence direction is consisted of the light not absorbed by the cloud surface and the light reflected from other directions on the particle p. Particle amount with similar radius in unit volume is used to simplify the scattering coefficient as the constant value. The light intensity equation of cloud particle P is:
The symmetry factor g controls the anisotropy of scattering. When g is positive, most incident light is scattered forward. When g is negative, most incident light is scattered backward. When g is 0, the light is scattered with anisotropy. A very useful result of Mie Scattering is that when the particle is greater than the wavelength of the light, there will be a great anisotropy of scattering. Through the verification, a good effect is achieved when g is 0.3.
Simulation Result and Analysis
The improved method is used by the author to simulate the cloud. Operation Environment: Intel ® Core TM i5-2380P CPU 3.10GHz (Dual Core). RAM 4.00G. Graphics Card: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 550 Ti. Figure 6 (a, b, c) gives the cloud generation process, which is influenced by wind.
(a) (b) (c) Figure 6 . Cloud generation process Figure 7 is the cloud generated from Rule (5) of Literature [8] . Figure 8 is the cloud generated from improved method. It can be found that the generated cloud is more realistic with the convective term. Figure 9 (a) is the cloud effect in the single scattering illustration model in Literature [19] . Figure (b) is the effect under multiple scattering. Figure 9(c) is the simulation effect of multiple forward scattering. It can be found that the effect of single scattering is relatively poor, and the effects of multiple scattering and multiple forward scattering can be hardly identified. Nevertheless, multiple forward scattering reduces the calculation complexity and increases the generation speed. Therefore, multiple forward scattering illustration model is more suitable for cloud drawing. Different volume data levels are used to verify the improved method. When voxel grid data size is 64*64*64, the drawing frame rate is about 75fps. When voxel grid data size is 128*128*128, the drawing frame rate is about 30fps. However, when the data size is International Journal of Hybrid Information Technology Vol. 6, No.5 (2013) 
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Copyright ⓒ 2013 SERSC 256*256*256, the drawing rate decreases to fewer than 10fps. Thus, in current software and hardware conditions, when the grid data is in the level of 1003, the real-time interactive drawing can be realized with relatively good sense of reality in appearance. Please refer to Table 1 for details. 
Next Study Work
The cloud model is established based on the cellular automata technology. In order to accelerate the operation speed and reflect the real feature of the cloud, the transformation rule among states is improved. During the drawing process, multiple forward scattering illustration model is used to enhance the sense of reality. In addition, Henyey-Greenstein phase function similar to Mie scattering is used in the forward scattering illustration model. By above methods, the real-time effect can be realized in cloud simulation.
Through the study of many years, the simulation technology for sense of reality of cloud is developed greatly. However, due to the complexity of the cloud and increasing application demand, the real-time drawing of cloud scene with sense of reality is still one of the most challenging issues in computer graphics, and has many problems to be further studied. These problems are also our research focus in the future. For example, many applications including flight simulation and game have requirement on sense of reality and real time for large-scale natural scene, the real-time drawing of cloud with sense of reality is still the key point and difficult point in future study. In current study results, the vivid rendering quality can be provided by some technologies, but the speed cannot meet the requirement of real-time interaction. Some strategies including simplifying calculation and GPU acceleration are applied to guarantee the speed requirements, but the rendering quality is influenced. How to find a reasonable compromise between the real time and sense of reality should be further studied. For another example, the cloud has complex dynamic features, so only simple movement processes including cloud generation and dissipation can be simulated by current methods. How to fast and vividly reflect the change of cloud under complex environment and the change from cloud to rain is also the direction of future study. Besides, the construction of common simulation platform suitable for various clouds is also very important to fields including flight simulation, weather simulation, and scientific visualization.
